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 Open GRP

The Open GRP item allows you to select a Program Manager GROUP file to convert to a 
Salvation button page. These types of files have a GRP extension.

1 Select OPEN GRP from the Convert Menu.

2 Choose one of the GRP files on your disk. Each GRP file holds all the icons you have 
in a particular    Program Manager grouping.

3 After a few seconds, one or more button pages will be created with the icons from 
the Group.



 Finding GRPs

The Find    item lists all of the GROUP files currently being used by the Program Manager. 
You can convert one or more of these files to a Salvation button pages. These types of 
files have a GRP extension.

1 Select FIND from the Convert Menu.

2 Click    one of the GRP files to highlight it, then click the CONVERT button. 
Alternatively, you can click the CONVERT ALL button to convert every file listed.

3 After a few seconds, one or more button pages will be created with the icons from 
the Group(s) you have selected.



 Overwrite Page

If GConvert tries to convert a group to a button page with the same name,    the icons 
from the group are added to the existing button page. If the page is already full or only 
has one or two empty spots left, the buttons won't fit on the page. In this case, GConvert 
creates another page to handle the overflow.

Checking this option avoids this problem. When checked, all the buttons are cleared on 
the page before the conversion take place. This makes room for a full 10 buttons.

If the group being converted doesn't use the same name as an existing button page, this 
option has no effect. 

The group name is the name that appears underneath the group icon in the Program 
Manager window. It is not necessarily the filename of the GRP file. If you want to avoid 
this problem altogether, rename your Program Manager group names so they don't 
conflict with any button page names. Do this BEFORE using GConvert.


